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ONE.  Capturing kids.  

Deceptive propaganda: ‘Be who you are. Love who you want’. 

True in a certain respect, but the bigger agenda is toxic.    

Dissemination: Comprehensive Sexuality Education [CSE], 

which normalises such phenomenon as this ‘chest feeding 

“dad”’ (left: Time, 2016), a classic example of ‘the new normal’.  

We are most concerned by activists, LGBT and straight!   
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NB: Many LGBT abhor and denounce such activism: it is important to differentiate!       

 

a. Recommended by Sexwise 

 

 

Example (above) from a link in the body of the UK CSE programme: Sexwise. Teresa 

 ay’s ‘ onservative’  overnment promoted (   8) this sexual ‘health’ resource for 

schools (!)  https://vfjuk.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/FINAL-1-Can-lists-make-

your-sex-life-better-complete.pdf   
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Youngsters are encouraged to ‘explore’ their sexuality via the deliberate violation of 

ta oos (sex ‘play’ with faeces, urine, vomit; voyeurism); multiple simultaneous 

partners; high risk activities like fisting, which involves inserting a hand up the 

vagina/anus; and pain---lots of it!  

b. Bishuk.com   

Similar kinds of appalling CSE examples are found on the hugely popular (2023) UK 

teen sexual ‘health’ site   bishuk.com, for  ids ‘over  4’  ut we  now teachers direct 

younger children to it.  

In the UK, the AOC (age of consent) is still legally, technically, 16, but in reality, 

increasingly 14 or even younger, as long as there is no significant age difference 

between the partners.  

Also see Laurence  ox’ powerful ‘ roomed   ow [UK] Schools Sexualise Your 

Children’. Fox is a well-known but cancelled actor and leader of the more conservative 

social and political Reclaim Party): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XA07ta2tJpQ    

 

 

 

c. Zimbabwe’s UNFPA CSE   

See below for even worse CSE in Zimbabwe, funded by the United Nations 

Population Fund, the UNFPA, p 66. Sadly, respectable evangelical Christian 

organisations have signed on, and to be fair, it is not all bad. However, it is diabolical 

in this respect and others.  

The many downsides of sexual activity for youngsters are suppressed; important 

biological and physiological facts about sex and the vulnerabilities of young bodies 

are ignored and inaccurate claims of condom effectiveness given.          
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TWO. Why CSE is bad sex ed!   

CSE sexualises children. Damages their health.  Teaches a dangerous gender 

ideology. Undermines the parent-child relationship (among other things).       

https://www.comprehensivesexualityeducation.org/15-harmful-elements-of-cse/ ; 

https://www.comprehensivesexualityeducation.org/film/  

THREE. Pushback  

As well as promoting and normalizing extreme, bizarre, 

high risks behaviours, CSE minimizes or ignores politically 

incorrect but accurate truths about sex, bodies, especially 

young bodies, condom effectiveness, diseases and 

consequences.   

It ignores basic child and adolescent development principles and treats children as if 

they were adolescents, and both as if they were adults.  They are not!   

The result:  flawed sexual ‘health’ which is neither comprehensive or accurate.     

Smart kids now know not to smoke. Why?  Because of the vulnerability of their 

lungs. Smoking now is far worse than smoking as an adult. However, one cigarette 

doesn’t alter their future. One sex act gone wrong can be a game-changer.  
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Finally, the most important advice is not given  ‘Press pause, wait till you grow up, 

and then marry someone who too has waited. After that, be exclusive: no other sex 

partners. Fabulous, disease-free sex is yours for life!’  

 

Smart sex messages all youngsters need to know 

Sex is big.  

Whether you realize or want it to be or not. Your body remembers every sex act.      

Sex is glue.   

Chemicals produced in sex glue partners, whether they realize or want it to or not.   

Sex is fab.  

Christians believe God thought it up and said it is very good.  He created orgasms!     

Sex is fire.  

One sex act gone wrong can change, even damage, you for life.  Be smart!      

Sex is for later.  

Marriage can give best sex.  Press pause, grow up and then circle back.   

Sex has a greater impact on your teen than on your adult body.  

Public health statistics support this. Girls in particular are at risk.     

Sex is often addictive. 

Teens are more susceptible than adults because of immature pre-frontal cortex  

brains (impulse control and delayed gratification) but developed pleasure centres; 

and surging hormone levels.     

Females and males experience sex differently.  

Why? because of inherent biological differences.   

Not all sex acts carry the same risks.  

Some are far more hazardous than others.  Receptive anal intercourse is high risk!  

There is always forgiveness and a fresh start.  

It is called ‘secondary virginity’.  

Use your mistakes to help others and become a better stronger person.  

God never wastes anything if we give Him the pieces.    

 

We don’t break the Commandments:  we break ourselves on them.  
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